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ON NUCLEAR MOLECULES BUILT UP FROM132Sn COMPONENTSW.J. �wi¡tekiNulear Siene Division, Lawrene Berkeley National LaboratoryBerkeley, CA 94720, USA(Reeived Otober 23, 2002)Dediated to Adam Sobizewski in honour of his 70th birthdayThe possible existene of nulear quasi-moleules built up from 132Snomponents is investigated. The ruial question is whether the extra sta-bility of the doubly magi 132Sn nulei makes them su�iently rigid tobe able to withstand the strains imposed by their mutual interations.It is argued that if the simplest quasi-moleular dumbbell on�gurationwere found to be (meta-)stable, then triangular and even tetrahedral stru-tures might have omparable barriers against disintegration and ompa-rable spontaneous �ssion lifetimes. These are estimated using simplifyingassumptions. As regards the dumbbell's stability, one may relate this to theexistene of a potential energy poket in the deformation energy landsapeof a �ssioning 264Fm nuleus, and to the presene of `bimodal' �ssion inheavy Fm isotopes. Further experimental and theoretial studies of suhsystems may be relevant for answering the question onerning nulearquasi-moleules.PACS numbers: 25.85.Ca, 21.60.Gx1. IntrodutionIt is a pleasure to dediate this note to Adam Sobizewski, whose workI admire and whose friendship I herish. Adam is widely reognized ashaving provided us with a reliable aid in the exploration of the tantalizingterritory of very heavy elements. Together with his o-workers he was in theforefront of harting the properties of superheavy elements around protonand neutron numbers Z=114, N=184. Originally this was done with quitelimited omputer tehnology, but the alulations have stood the test of timeto a remarkable degree. This is surely due to the unompromising integrityand attention to detail that haraterize Adam's work.(1901)



1902 W.J. �wi¡tekiIn my ontribution to this volume I would like to take a leap into theunknown by speulating on the possible existene of quasi-moleular on�g-urations onsisting of a number of 132Sn nulei in ontat. This speulationis motivated by the irumstane that a doubly magi nuleus like 132Sn isexpeted to exhibit solid-like properties [1�3℄, and that solid omponentsan be glued together in quasi-moleular lusters by nulear proximity in-terations [4,5℄. (In fat, the earliest appliation of the proximity tehniquewas desribed in a 1934 paper on the oagulation of aerosols [6℄.)2. Qualitative onsiderationsThe simplest suh quasi-moleule would orrespond to two 132Sn nuleiin ontat. This on�guration ould also be regarded as a very deformed264Fm nuleus on the way to �ssion. (More spei�ally, to �ssion of theompat, high kineti energy type [7℄.) Whether suh a quasi-moleularpoket in the deformation energy map of a �ssioning 264Fm nuleus exists,and what its lifetime would be has, as far as I know, not been answered withany degree of ertainty. But if a quasi-moleular dumbbell were found to be(meta-) stable, then one an plausibly argue that a triangular quasi-moleuleonsisting of three 132Sn nulei in ontat would also be (meta-)stable. Thisis beause for the triangle the Coulomb-plus-proximity interation energy, inits dependene on separation and neking, is approximately just a multiple(three) of the interation energy for the dumbbell. (I am assuming thatthe energies of the nulear proximity bonds are approximately additive.)The argument ontinues to hold for a four-omponent tetrahedral quasi-moleule, but fails for more than four omponents. (In that ase the numberof proximity bonds beomes less than the number of pairwise eletrostatirepulsions.) The heapest way to disrupt a triangular moleule is to breaka single bond in a `sissor' mode, i.e., by inreasing the length of one of itssides, leaving the other two unhanged. It then follows that the spontaneous�ssion lifetime of the triangle � a system with Z = 150, A = 396 �ould be approximately the same as of the dumbbell. [The logarithm ofthe lifetime would atually be inreased by approximately p(10=9). Thisfator takes aount of the e�etive mass assoiated with the sissor mode,whih is slightly di�erent than the e�etive (redued) mass for the separatingdumbbell.℄ Note also that after the �rst bond is broken, and the trianglestrethes out into a linear on�guration, the resulting linear moleule, even ifmetastable, is unlikely to present a further barrier to the spontaneous �ssionof the original triangle.In addition to the spontaneous lifetime for �ssion of the hypothetialZ = 150 nuleus one needs to estimate the lifetimes for alpha and betadeay (or eletron apture). These lifetimes will tend to be lengthened by



On Nulear Moleules Built up from 132Sn Components 1903the magiity of the 132Sn omponents, and by the fat that the eletrostatienergy of the triangle is appreiably less than that of the equivalent sphere(see Setion 4). A further fator that might redue instabilities is the sreen-ing of the nulear eletrostati energy by the atomi eletrons. For the veryhigh atomi number in question a fration of the atomi eletrons would be-ome relativisti, would orbit the nuleus at relatively small distanes andwould thus tend to neutralize to some extent the nulear eletrostati energy[8℄. One should also investigate the e�et on the (pseudo-hemial) bind-ing properties of the moleules of adding or subtrating nuleons from the132Sn omponents. But the primary question to be answered onerns theexistene and lifetime against spontaneous �ssion of a hypothetial quasi-moleular dumbbell.3. Fission barriers and lifetimesAs I mentioned, I am not aware of reliable alulations of the dumbbellon�guration's stability, so I shall attempt here some kind of rough estimate.In order to obtain a �rst orientation, plot the Coulomb energy of the twoapproahing 132Sn nulei, redued by the nulear proximity attration al-ulated for frozen density distributions of the fragments [4℄. (Unfreezing thenek degree of freedom will be onsidered presently.) The resulting energyplot, E(approah), is found to have a maximum of 262.4 MeV at an overallelongation L of the system of 24.1 fm, and a minimum of 251.6 MeV atL = 22:3 fm [9℄. Taken with respet to the theoretial ground state energyof 264Fm, equal to 259.9 MeV [10,11℄, these numbers beome 2.5 MeV and�8:3 MeV, respetively. The di�erene gives a barrier against disintegrationof 10.8 MeV. One also �nds that if this barrier were to be penetrated byspontaneous �ssion, the �exit point� of the penetrability integral would beat an overall elongation of 25.4 fm, resulting in a total width w of the barrierof 3.1 fm. The penetrability exponent I of a ubi barrier of height B (inMeV) and width w (in fm) is given byI = 2:4626p10=9 wpB ; (1)where the fator 10/9 is appropriate in the ase of the triangular moleule,and 1 in the ase of the dumbbell. I have negleted zero-point energy e�ets.This gives a lifetime of the order of 10�21+11:48s, or about 0.31 ns.I believe this is likely to be an overestimate for the following reason.The experimental masses of the fragments at in�nity inlude a total shell ef-fet orretion of 2(�11:75 MeV) = �23:5 MeV [10,11℄, and this orretionwill be progressively attenuated as the fragments approah ontat. Thesame is expeted of the hange in the Congruene energy of [12℄, whih is



1904 W.J. �wi¡teki2(�3:61 MeV) for the separate fragments, and �3:61 MeV for the ompoundnuleus. In [13,14℄ it was estimated that the shell orretion at ontat isattenuated by 10%, to 90% of its initial value. Assuming that the attenu-ation of the Congruene energy hange is similar, we should inrease theontat energy (whih is lose to the energy at the minimum) by some0:1(23:5 + 3:61) = 0:1(27:11) = 2:71 MeV, but by less at the position ofthe maximum. This will lower the barrier against disintegration. To esti-mate by how muh, note that the attenuation is expeted to be related tothe degree of ommuniation between the two fragments. A measure of thisommuniation is the Proximity interation itself, so I shall take the attenu-ation of the shell-plus-ongruene energy to be proportional to the proximitypotential. With this presription the new interation energy urve exhibitsa minimum of �4:95 MeV at 22.35 fm, a maximum of 3.45 MeV at 24.05 fmand an exit point at 25.15 fm [9℄. The result is a barrier of 8.4 MeV witha width of 2.8 fm. This leads to an estimated lifetime of 10�21+9:15 s, orabout 1.4 ps. (Note that the energy of the minimum is negative, whihmakes the ollapse of the moleule to the ground state of 264Fm energeti-ally forbidden.) Repeating the alulation with an assumed attenuation ofthe shell-plus-ongruene energy at ontat of 20%, we �nd a lifetime of theorder of 10�21+6:91 s, or about 8.0 fms.The above estimates are based on the frozen density idealization. Whathappens when this restrition is removed and a nek is allowed to grow be-tween the fragments? There are two opposing tendenies that will deidethe outome. The marosopi energy, say M , an be redued by �lling thespae between the fragments with a nek, whih drastially redues the sur-fae energy. The redution an be estimated by omparing the marosopienergy of the approahing fragments i.e., the energy E(approah) used aboveaugmented by 27.11 MeV, with the marosopi energy of the 264Fm nuleusalong its symmetri �ssion valley. I �nd that at the loations of the mini-mum and maximum of the energy poket under study, the latter energy is3.5 MeV and 1.8 MeV above the ground state of 264Fm. It follows that themarosopi energy would bene�t by 15.3 MeV and 27.8 MeV, respetively,by the �lling of the nek region. Opposed to this is the loss of the (nega-tive) shell-plus-ongruene energy, whih will be denoted by S. The prieof this loss would be 27.11 MeV (both at the elongation of the minimumand of the maximum) if no aount were taken of the attenuation of S withdereasing separation of the fragments. This hanges to 23.75 MeV at theminimum and 26.15 MeV at the maximum in the �10% senario� (redutionof S by 10% at ontat). In the 20% senario the orresponding numbersare 20.4 MeV and 25.2 MeV. The above numbers show that the ompetingenergies have roughly similar magnitudes, with the shell-plus-ongruene re-sistane to nek growth having the upper hand near the minimum, but the



On Nulear Moleules Built up from 132Sn Components 1905marosopi tendeny for nek growth having a slight edge near the maxi-mum. This is a danger signal that the frozen density approximation may befailing near the maximum, and that the estimates of the barrier height mayhave to be revised.In order to get a better idea of the possible outomes of the ompetitionbetween the above two tendenies I shall make a rough interpolation ofthe energy between the entrane hannel fusion valley of two approahingfragments (assigned a nek parameter � = 0) and the �ssion valley (assigneda nek parameter � = 1). I shall denote the shell-plus-ongruene energy inits dependene on � by S(�), with S(0) denoted by S0 and S(1) by S1. Themarosopi energy will be written as M(�), with M(0) denoted by M0 andM(1) by M1. I shall interpolate between M0 and M1 by a parabola with aminimum at � = 1 as follows:M(�) =M1 + (M0 �M1)(1 � �)2 : (2)To represent the attenuation of the shell-plus-ongruene orretion withinreasing � I shall also use a parabola (inverted) up to its maximum at somenek oordinate � = �1, where S(�1) = 0, followed by zero for � > �1. Thus:S(�) = ( S0(�1��)2�21 ; for � < �1 ,0 ; for � > �1 . (3)The reason for introduing �1, whih determines the range of the dampingfuntion S(�), is that this range may well be di�erent (smaller) than therange of the marosopi interpolation funtion M(�).The ondition for the nek growth to be inhibited is that the total energyE(�) = M(�) + S(�) should have a positive slope at � = 0. This will besatis�ed if M1 �M0 � S0�1 > 0 : (4)From what was said before, the quantities entering Eq. (4) have thefollowing values (in MeV). At the minimum: M1 = 3:5, M0 = 18:8, S0 =�23:75 (10% senario), S0 = �20:4 (20% senario). At the maximum:M1 = 1:8, M0 = 29:6, S0 = �26:15 (10% senario), S0 = �25:2 (20%senario).If M1 �M0 � S0 > 0 (this is the ase at the minimum of the potentialpoket) Eq. (4) is satis�ed for any value of � in the range 0 to 1. But ifM1 �M0 � S0 < 0 (this is the situation at the maximum) then �1 mustbe less than �S0=(M0 �M1) to prevent nek growth. This translates into�1 < 0:94 or �1 < 0:91 in the 10% and 20% senarios, respetively. Thus,with �1 = 1, there would be a slight tendeny for the nek to open around



1906 W.J. �wi¡tekithe loation of the maximum, and the barrier against disintegration and thededued lifetime would be a little smaller.A striking onsequene of assuming that �1 is less than 1, is the appear-ane of `bimodal' �ssion in the topography of the potential energy surfae inthe spae of the two variables L and �. Two �ssion valleys are now present,one along the onventional valley with a �lled-in nek (� = 1), and the otherorresponding to more ompat shapes (� = 0). The valleys are separatedby a ridge (a maximum along the � variable). Suh bimodal �ssion in Fmisotopes had been identi�ed experimentally [7℄. Calulations, suh as thosein [13�15℄, provide a plausible interpretation of the experimental �ndings.In order for our model, represented by Eqs. (2), (3), to be in qualitativeagreement with experiments on bimodal �ssion (and with the above alu-lations) we are required to assume �1 < 1, for example �1 = 0:7. Suh avalue of �1 would imply that also at the maximum of the poket the growthof the nek is inhibited, and there would be no need to revise the lifetimeestimates on that sore.Note that Fig. 10() in [14℄ on�rms the existene, in the potential energylandsape of 264Fm, of a poket that might be regarded as the sought-forquasi-moleular state. But the hollow is extremely shallow, with a barrier ofthe order of an MeV. Whether those alulations are su�iently realisti inthe relevant region of the deformation-energy spae to onstitute a seriousargument against a quasi-moleule is not lear. In partiular, it may berelevant that in [14℄ the Wigner term, together with the A-independentontribution to nulear masses, were taken positive, whereas in the presentestimates I onsider the ongruene energy (whih replaes the Wigner termin the theory of nulear masses used here) to be negative � see [12℄. A moreexhaustive investigation of the existene of a poket, using for example aself-onsistent Hartree�Fok sheme, would be indiated. But it would beessential to make sure that suh alulations use parameters very aurately�tted to many ground-state and �ssion saddle-point masses, and that theyare apable of desribing orretly the transition of a single nuleus into twosymmetri fragments. 4. Alpha and beta deayI am able to report only the roughest kind of estimates onerning thepossible stability against alpha and beta deay of a moleular on�gurationonsisting of three 132Sn nulei in ontat. By omparing the mass of suha on�guration with the mass of a system in whih one of the Sn nuleihas been replaed by 128Cd (without hanging the distane between theenters of the omponents, taken to be 2(1:14)1321=3 fm) one dedues thatthe energy of the emitted alpha partile would be 13.05 MeV. This implies



On Nulear Moleules Built up from 132Sn Components 1907a relatively short lifetime for alpha deay, but a loser analysis would berequired to deide whether it would be the ontrolling lifetime fator, inview of the very short spontaneous �ssion lifetimes estimated in the previoussetion. (Assuming instead that the residual system onsists of a 132Snnuleus and two 130In nulei implies an alpha partile energy of 8.81 MeV,i.e., deay to an exited state.)As regards beta deay, the situation is more lear-ut. Comparing themasses of triangular systems in whih the mass numbers of the three om-ponents are held �xed at 132, but the atomi number of one of them isvaried from Z = 45 to Z = 52, one �nds the lowest mass at Z = 48. Withrespet to this mass, the sequene of masses from Z = 45 to Z = 52 is given(in MeV) by: 12.64, 5.07, 4.05, 0.00, 2.19, 1.00, 10.20, 17.20. (Other assign-ments of neutrons and protons to the three omponents do not lower theabove total masses.) Thus the hoie of Z = 50 (i.e., three 132Sn ompo-nents) orresponds to a system stable both against beta deay and eletronapture. This system is, in fat, not far from the bottom of the valley ofbeta stability smoothed over shell and even�odd e�ets. This was unex-peted, sine an extrapolation of the onventional valley of beta stabilitywould make a nuleus with Z = 150 and A = 396 very unstable againsteletron apture. The result is explained by the lowering of the Coulombenergy of the triangle with respet to the Coulomb energy of the equivalentsphere. 5. Summary and onlusionsI have explored the possibility of making nulear moleules from 132Snomponents. Whether suh a possibility exists hinges on the answer to thequestion whether the shell-plus-ongruene energy of these doubly maginulei is su�iently strong to preserve their solid-like harateristis in thefae of the strains imposed by the interations between them. I formulatedthis question in terms of the ompetition between the marosopi and theshell-plus-ongruene energies. In view of the approximations made, the an-swer is not lear-ut, but not entirely disouraging. It would be prematureto dismiss out of hand the possibility that a triangular quasi-moleular statewith atomi number Z=150 and mass number A = 396 might have a lifetimeseveral orders of magnitude longer than a onventional estimate for a spher-ial on�guration would suggest. The stability and lifetime of a tetrahedralmoleule with Z=200 and A = 528 is still more di�ult to estimate reliably.Information onerning the ruial question of the dumbbell's stabilitymight emerge from re�ned analyses of the spontaneous �ssion properties ofheavy Fm isotopes. In the distant future, experiments on the satteringon eah other of heavy Sn isotopes, ideally 132Sn on 132Sn, might throw
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